
This module is a part of the “Build - A 
digitAl World” series.

SESSION EXPERIENCE
SCRATCH JUNIOR

Learning Objectives:

1. Tuning in: Understand the module structure 
and goals. Learn the programming terminology 
relevant to the module. 

2. Introduction to ScratchJr.: Learn how to install 
Scratch Junior, explore ScratchJr. interface and 
learn basic ScratchJr. terminology.

3. Choosing Characters: Explore ways of 
choosing and creating characters. Learn how to 
start and end a program.

4. Choosing Backgrounds:  Use and create 
different kinds of backgrounds for your 
characters.

5. Speed: Explore ways of controlling the speed of 
your sprite.

6. The Repeat Command:  Write more effective 
programs using the repeat command.

7. Speech and Sound: Learn how to incorporate 
speech and sound in your animation.

8. How did I do?: Reflect on the learnings from 
the module: Scratch Junior interface, basic 
terminology, creating and moving Sprites and 
creating backgrounds.

Learners will:

1. Be able to describe the different parts and features of the Scratch Junior 
interface.

2. Be able to create original characters and backgrounds.
3.   Be able to move their characters and incorporate sound in animations.
4. Follow instructions, think critically and create digital artifacts.
5.   Engage in active collaboration and communication.

•	 Series 4: Build - A Digital World
•	 Module 1: Scratch Junior
•	 Student Accomplishment Level: 1

MODULE DETAILS

Coding, or programming, is soon becoming 
knowledge that is on par with language literacy 
and numeracy! Web and mobile application 
developers are and will be some of the most 
sought after professionals now and in the near 
future.

Learners begin by exploring the Scratch Junior 
interface and understand the basic terminology 
involved. They then create characters, move them 
and design backgrounds for their characters.

Learners exit this module with a foundation in 
programming and algorithmic logic.

INTRODUCTION

Grade Group : 1-3   Number of Sessions: 8  Session Duration: 60 min


